Stylus™ Linear Series
Specification 3” Luminaire

CRISP COLOR. CLEAN LINES. DESIGN SIMPLICITY.

No Application is Out of Reach
Cree Lighting’s Stylus™ Linear Series is a full 3” portfolio offering a versatile yet simple design for a multitude of mounting options and ceiling heights. Available in suspended, recessed, surface and wall mounts, the Stylus™ Linear Series’ low-profile fixture height of less than 4” makes it ideal to recess in narrow plenums. The Stylus™ Linear Series also offers multiple dimming and control platforms with ultra-smooth dimming down to 1%, allowing for the control that you prefer.¹

You don’t have to sacrifice lighting performance to get a striking lighting design. Available with TrueWhite® Technology’s 90+ CRI with high R9 >65 across the entire line and CCT options, the Stylus™ Linear Series provides uniform light distribution with high color fidelity ≥92 and gamut ≥100 to bring out the truest colors in your design.

Versatility Meets Simplicity
By taking a modular approach, the Stylus™ Linear Series provides simple design in, ordering and installation for a worry-free experience. Horizontal corners for geometric patterning offer architects and lighting designers expanded creative lighting design flexibility while the ability to run 2’ to 72’ in 2’ to 12’ increments with just one power drop enables effortless “design in” for the perfect fit. With low, medium and high light output options, designers can choose whichever lumen package best complements their vision in both downlight and uplight configurations. And pre-installed connector brackets enable faster and easier field assembly and installation of continuous row applications.

Lighting Design That’s Great from Every Angle
With the Stylus™ Linear Series, you get the technology, performance and high standards you expect from Cree Lighting. In addition to a robust extruded aluminum housing backed by an industry-leading 10-year limited warranty, the Stylus™ Linear Series is available with responsive lighting plan assistance from within Cree Lighting’s Customer Experience team.

¹ Refer to spec sheets for details.
Now you can explore the clean, minimalist form of linear light with the Stylus™ Linear Series – Cree Lighting’s versatile new linear 3” portfolio of perfectly mated segments that makes it easy for you to achieve both exceptional design and performance.

The Stylus™ Linear Series was created with architects and lighting designers in mind, offering a full linear lighting portfolio that’s extremely versatile yet very simple: simple to understand, and simple to configure, order and install.

Combining limitless geometric expressions, brilliant color quality, diverse control options and ultra-smooth dimming, the Stylus Linear Series is a modern linear offering designed to enhance both form and function – and it’s only from Cree Lighting.

Designed and constructed with the technology, performance and high standards that you expect from Cree Lighting, the Stylus™ Linear Series is a fresh and versatile option that’s simple to order and install, wrapped in a positive service experience and backed by a 10-year warranty.

- Diverse selection of intelligent lighting controls for greater savings, scene-setting, code compliance and a better user experience
- Seven combinations of optics/mounts to mix and match, and a housing design that fits virtually any ceiling type
- Cree Lighting’s TrueWhite® Technology with 90 CRI and R9>65, as well as best-in-class color fidelity >92 and gamut >100, provide the truest natural colors without sacrificing performance
- Smooth full-range dimming down to 1% standard
- Minimalist yet robust extruded aluminum form factor in multiple lengths
- Quality fit and finish and seamless connection
- Corner segments for more design flexibility
- Design assistance from experts within Cree Lighting’s customer experience team
- Assembled in the US with an industry-leading 10-year warranty
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Cree Lighting’s Stylus™ Linear Series offers best-in-class color fidelity >92 and gamut >100, provide the truest natural colors without sacrificing performance.
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Now You Can Add Corners Without Cutting Any

A designer’s wish list with horizontal corners for geometric patterning that expands creative lighting design flexibility.

→ **Horizontal corners for geometric patterning**
→ **Accent wall décor or artwork with our Wall Wash optic** that’s seamlessly integrated into the design, for a more attractive luminaire aesthetic without the maintenance headaches seen with competitive offerings
→ **Linear lengths and corners** connect seamlessly in all mounting types: suspended (standard cables), recessed (slot), surface mount and wall mounts
→ **Recessed slot option** works with all ceiling types: 1” T Bar, 9/16th T bar, screw slot T bar, Hard Ceiling, Flangeless, 1” Tegular, 9/16th Tegular, Overlap Flange
→ **Uplight/downlight option** for both suspended and wall mount
→ **Suspended option** employs standard cables and can be connected end to end
→ **Low-profile** fixture height of less than 4” to recess in narrow plenums
→ **Portfolio can be designed in 2’ increments** and installed individually or end to end for continuous row applications with a clean seamless look
→ **12’ suspended luminaire** with just two suspension mounts for faster and easier installation

### MOUNTING OPTIONS / OPTICS

- Linear Surface Mount
- Linear Recessed
- Linear Suspended Direct
- Linear Wall Direct
- Linear Wall Direct/Indirect
- Linear Suspended Direct/Indirect
- Linear Wall Asymmetric

*Available in recessed, surface and suspended.*
YOU CAN NEVER BE TOO SLEEK...

Minimalist concepts are trending in new architectural and lighting designs. They’re creating open-plan layouts with clean lines and clutter-free, spacious environments. That’s boosting the popularity of pencil-thin linear fixtures, slot lighting and low-profile luminaires.

The Stylus™ Linear Series complements these spaces because the straight-edge form factor can be arranged in creative geometric patterns or entrained in long runs of crisp, uniform illumination that tie together lines of sight. In spaces with high ceilings or exposed plenums, linear fixtures can be suspended to subtly define the ceiling plane and create a more intimate sense of space while providing excellent task and ambient lighting.

...OR TOO SIMPLE

The Stylus™ Linear Series is designed to remove the hurdles to specifying linear lighting across large projects. Product specs are standardized but the fixtures are flexible, with seven combinations of optics and mounts to mix and match, and a housing design that will fit virtually any ceiling type. Best of all, should you need assistance, Cree Lighting’s Customer Experience team is ready to help turn your wish lists into comprehensive lighting layouts and ready-to-ship orders.

SET THE SCENE WITH INTELLIGENT LIGHTING CONTROLS

Intelligent lighting is becoming the norm for most lighting applications, driven by increasingly rigorous energy codes, a new emphasis on human-centric work environments and the potential for both IoT applications and data analytics. With the Stylus™ Linear Series, you have your choice of intelligent lighting controls for greater savings, scene-setting and a better user experience.

The Stylus™ Linear Series comes factory-equipped with a choice of SmartCast®, Lutron ECO System 5 Series or Lutron Vive control systems. The SmartCast® Wireless option includes integrated environmental sensors for even more data-driven insights, and adding the SmartCast® Touchscreen provides scene-staging capabilities to both further energy saving and improve the work life of employees.

- **Intelligent control options** enable code compliance, daylight harvesting, occupancy sensing and energy savings up to 70% without the complexity of traditional controls
- **Designers can choose** from SmartCast®, Lutron ECO System 5 Series, and Lutron Vive control systems
- **Intelligent lighting solutions** integrated and tested for interoperability in the factory – not the field
- **SmartCast® option** includes Integrated environment sensor to monitor temperature, pressure, humidity and air quality in your space
- **REST API** enables secure data access and enables BACnet integration into building management systems without the data ever leaving your building
SIMPLE “DESIGN IN”

Full linear 3” portfolio with diverse control options to design an entire space: suspended, recessed, surface and wall mounts.

- **Architect-friendly:** Corners for geometric patterns and a variety of optic choices provide fuel to the imagination. Available in individual lengths of 2’ to 12’ with the ability to run increments from 2’ to 72’ with just one power drop.
- **Designer-friendly:** With low, medium and high light output options, designers can choose whichever lumen package best complements their vision in both downlight and uplight configurations as well as three housing color options of white, black and graphite to make the fixtures disappear into the design.
- **Installer-friendly:** Pre-installed connector brackets make for faster and easier installation of continuous row applications.

SIMPLE ORDERING

Cree Lighting’s Customer Experience team is ready to help specifiers turn wish lists into comprehensive lighting layouts and ready-to-ship orders.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

Pre-installed connector brackets for faster and easier field assembly and installation of continuous row applications.

---

**Performance Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utilizes Cree TrueWhite® Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Delivered Lumens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 CRI: 400 lumens/ft (low), 650 lumens/ft (medium), 900 lumens/ft (high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 CRI: 500 lumens/ft (low), 800 lumens/ft (medium), 1100 lumens/ft (high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Power: 9 - 141 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficacy: 80CRI: Up to 110 LPW, 90 CRI: Up to 90 LPW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color: CRI 80, 90+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM30 Color: Fidelity (Rf) &gt; 92, Gamut (Rg) &gt;100, R9 &gt;65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCT: 3000K, 3500K, 4000K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage: 120-277 VAC or 347 VAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Warranty: 10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting: Individual mount or continuous row for recess, surface, suspended and wall mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimming: 0-10V dimming to 1%, Smartcast, Lutron ECOSystem and Lutron Vive, DALI dimming to 5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Visit creelighting.com or contact a Cree Lighting representative to learn more.

info@creelighting.com | 800.236.6800
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